MCHE 201: Introduction to Engineering Design
Spring 2019 – Homework 1

Assigned: Thursday, January 17th
Due: Friday, March 1st, 5pm

Assignment: Leave a substantive comment on two other teams’ ARLISS design presentations found at:

http://www.ucs.louisiana.edu/~jev9637/MCHE201_PresentationVideos.html

You should comment on two different presentations. No presentation should receive more than 6 comments, excluding comments from the instructors or replies from the presenting team. Be sure to comment on presentations from the current semester, as past semester’s videos are included at the link above, as well.

This is an individual assignment and will be graded as pass/fail (i.e. Failing to appropriately comment on two videos will result in a 0 homework grade for this assignment.)

Submission: Once you have commented on two presentations, send an email:
  • to joshua.vaughan@louisiana.edu
  • with subject line ULID-MCHE201-HW1, where ULID is your ULID, and
  • the body contains the team numbers of the two teams whose videos you commented on.

Note: Submissions with submitted without a proper subject line and formatting will be rejected.